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REQUEST FOR SERVICES:  I-5: WILLAMETTE RIVER BRIDGE DESIGN ENHANCEMENT
(August 14, 2009)
Request for Services:
Design and implementation of an aesthetic enhancement program for I-5: Willamette River Bridge 
(WRB), Lane County, Oregon
Proposal Receipt Deadline: September 8, 2009. 
Art and Design Enhancement Services:
OBEC Consulting Engineers is seeking one or more Art 
and Design Teams (ADT) for Phase One Design Services 
related to enhancement of the WRB project.  This RFS seeks 
multidisciplinary teams that minimally need to include one or 
more artists, landscape architects, architects, or other design 
professionals.  A Lead, who must be Oregon-based, may 
propose and be contracted for one or more bundles.  A Team 
may be an individual.
The selected Lead(s) will receive a Phase One contract, which will include conceptual design work on the bundle(s) 
for which they are selected.  Upon review and approval of the conceptual design proposal that concludes Phase 
One, the Lead and its ADT may be awarded a Phase Two Final Design/Production contract, if required, for any 
commissioned artwork and/or constructed design enhancements resulting from the Phase One work. 
Bundles and Budget Parameters:
This RFS requests proposals for three design bundles. (Refer 
to the Design Enhancement Matrix, referred to as Matrix, in 
Appendix A of this RFS.) 
Design Services for both design phases will be contracted for 
??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
for each bundle: $60,000 for Bundle 1; $40,000 for Bundle 
2; and $35,000 for Bundle 3.  Design Enhancement has two 
design phases, followed by implementation.  The design budget 
is approximately ten percent of the bundle's implementation 
budget, to be allocated about 1/3rd for Phase One design 
and 2/3rds for Phase Two design.  Approval of Phase Two 
design enables the ADT to implement production, construction, 
and/or commissioning.
Scope of Work (SOW) in Phase One design will include 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
materials, fabrication, and installation.  For any proposed 
project enhancements to be executed by the contractor or 
designated sub-contractors, the SOW for Phase Two design will 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and estimated cost. 
Final design and the actual construction and production budget for any art commissions or constructed elements 
selected in each bundle will be established after reviewing conceptual design proposals (January 2010).  See 
Appendix A for budget range(s) for enhancements including construction, production, and installation.  
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